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Abstract 
A generalization of the classical problem of optimal attice covering of ~ is consid- 
ered. Solutions to this generalized problem are found in two specific classes of lattices. 
The global optimal solution of the generalization is found for R 2. © 1998 Elsevier 
Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
The classical covering problem seeks the least dense way to cover R ~ with 
overlapping spheres of equal radius. That is, to find a regular lattice L in R" 
such that spheres of radius r centered at the points of L cover the space in 
the most frugal way, in the sense that the average number O of spheres contain- 
ing a point of R" is minimized. 
A regular lattice L is determined by a generator matrix M and the lattice is 
the totality of points MZ". Then the sparsity of the covering is defined by 
O = V~r~/Idet g I, where V~ is the volume of the unit ball {x: ]x[ <~ 1} in R" 
[1]. Clearly, for fixed r, O will be minimized provided [det MI is maximized. 
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On the other hand, for any lattice L in I~", the least upper bound for the dis- 
tance from any x E I~" to the closest lattice point is called the covering radius of 
L[I], 
R = sup min lx  - el. 
xE~. gEL 
Balls of radius R centered at vertices of L will cover ~", while no smaller adius 
p < R will suffice. 
In what follows, the covering problem is generalized by extending the idea of 
covering radius to encompass more general norms 
induced by positive definite matrices A. Essentially, the Voronoi cells of the lat- 
tice are determined by [[.[[A rather than the Euclidean norm [.[. 
There is an interplay between the generator matrix M and the eigenvectors 
of A. Two classes of lattices are defined which reflect his interaction and local 
solutions to the generalized problem are found within these classes. The glob- 
ally optimal attice is found for generalized covering of l~ 2 in an apparently new 
way, distinct from the classical techniques of Kershner [3]. 
Sections 2-4 formulate the generalized lattice covering problem, outline an 
application to nonlinear signal processing where the problem arose and discuss 
its relation to the classical case. Section 5 defines two classes of lattices in each 
of which a local solution to the problem is found. The last section is devoted to 
finding a global solution to generalized covering of the plane. 
2. Problem formulation 
Denote by 
M7/" = {Mz:z e 7/"} (l) 
the lattice of points in the space R" generated by a nonsingular matrix 
M E R ~ ' ,  where 7/" is the n-dimensional integer lattice. Given a point x E Nn 
and a positive definite matrix A E ~"~", let 
Y(x,A,M) = {y E M~_" which minimize [[.c-YI[.4} (2) 
be the set of nodes of the lattice (1) nearest to x in the norm IlullA induced by the 
matrix A. Clearly, this set may consist of several points, but is always singleton 
tbr any x E MY_". Denote by 
t;,(x,A,M)= max [x -y  I (3) 
yE Y{x,A,M) 
the Hausdorff separation of Y(x, A, M) from x with respect o the usual Euclid- 
ean norm [.I. Observe that it is of little interest o use the Hausdorff separation 
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induced by [[-II.~, for then all points in Y(x,A,M) are equidistant from x by con- 
struction. Note that r,,(x,A,M) = 0 if and only ifx E MY". Finally. define 
R,,(A,M) = max r,,(x,.q,&l). (4) 
xE ~" 
This quantity is a measure of the quality of approximation of the space ~" by 
the lattice MZ". 
Given e > 0 and a positive definite matrix .4 E [~"×", consider the problem of 
finding the least dense lattice MZ" approximating [~" with R,, (A. M) <~ e,. That is, 
consider the constrained optimization problem 
Maximize ]det MI (5) 
over the set 
.J~/,,(~,A) = {M E ~"~": I¢o(A,M) <, ~}. (6) 
The solution to the problem will be denoted by 
s,,(e,A) = max ]det MI, 
Me. #,,(c.A) 
.//*,,(e,,A) = {M E .//,,(~:,A) which maximize Idet M[}. (7) 
Tl-'s solution is positively homogeneous in ~:, 
s,,(e,A) = ~"s,,(l,A), .t/,;(e,,,A) = e..#,,(l.A), (8) 
and hence the maximization problem need be solved only for ~: = 1. 
3. Application: Nonlinear regression 
The generalized lattice covering problem (5), (6) arises when estimating the 
unknown parameter vector of a noise-corrupted signal. Consider the sequence 
of scalar observations described by the nonlinear egression equations 
~ = fk(z~) + ek, k >1 O, (9) 
where ~'k are mutually independent and identically distributed random vari- 
ables with zero mean and finite variance, and ~ is an unknown regression pa- 
rameter with values in an open Jordan measurable set X c ~" (that is, the 
boundary ~X has zero n-dimensional Lebesgue measure). Suppose the func- 
tions ,/~ : X ~ R are given by 
nl 
A(0)  = cos(h,k 
[-1 
where aj, bj E R and ei E ~" are known scalars and vectors. Given the first N 
observations (9), define the least squares estimate ON of the regression param- 
eter by 
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N 
ON minimizes Y~(~k - fk(x)) 2 over A', (10) 
k=i 
where k is a finite subset of X. Using the results of [2], it can be proved that if 
2m complex numbers exp (+iby), ! ~<j <~ m, are pairwise different, the estimate 
0u converges with probability one to the set 
*(0,.~') = {x E A" which minimize q~(x - O)} 
as N ---, ~ ,  where the function ¢p : R" ~ R+ is given by 
tp(u) = aj sin 
j=l 
(11) 
(12) 
and determines a semi-metric tp(x - y) on the space I~". Therefore, it seems nat- 
ural to pose the problem of constructing the minimal set X c X for which the 
worst-case limit error 
W(2) - sup( Ix -  01: x E ~(0,£'), 0 E X} (13) 
of the least squares estimation (10) does not exceed a prescribed level e > 0: 
Minimize #(X) (14) 
under the restrictions 
w(k) ,(" c x, (15) 
where #(.) denotes the cardinality ef a finite set. Since the problem is ~s com- 
plicated as finding the minimal e-net for the set X, consider its simplified as- 
ymptotic version as ~: ~ +0, restricting ourselves to the sets 
L,.. = XD(~M~-") (16) 
generated by a nonsingular matrix M E R "×~. Clearly, the cardinality of such a 
set is asymptotically described by 
#(~',, M) "~ ~-" mes, X 
" [det M[ as ~ ---} +0, (17) 
where mes,,(.) is the n-dimensional Lebesgue measure of a set. Furthermore, if 
the function (12) is strictly positive verywhere in (X - X) \ {0}, then the matrix 
m 
A= Z '  ~ 1" a cjc) (18) 
j : l  
is nonsingular, and by neglecting boundary effects in Eq. (i 1), the limit estima- 
tion error (13) can be asymptotically expressed in terms of Eq. (4) as 
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W(f(~.M) "~ e.R,,(A,M) as r. ~ +0. (19) 
From Eq. (17) and Eq. (19), it is easy to see that the matrix M maximizing 
[det M[ under the restriction R,(A, M) ~< 1 yields an asymptotically optimal so- 
lution to the problem (14), (15) in the class of sets (16). What has been obtained 
is nothing but the generalized lattice covering problem (5), (6) with e = 1 and 
the matrix A given by Eq. (18). 
4. Links to the classical attice covering problem 
Note that r,,(x, I,, M), where L, is the identity matrix of order n, has the sim- 
ple form 
r,,(x,l,,,M) = rain Ix-y],  (20) 
.~,,E/142 'n 
and consequently R,,(L,,M) coincides with the covering radius of the lattice 
MT/", that is, with the least radius of balls centered on nodes of the lattice so 
that the balls cover I~". Therefore, for a scalar matrix A = )d,,, 2 > 0, the set 
.///,(e,,A) determines the class of all those lattices MY_" for which the covering 
radius does not exceed e, and the problem (5), (6) reduces to the classical lattice 
covering of R" [1]. 
In general, the quantities R,,(A,M) and R,,(I,,,M) can dramatically differ 
from each other. However, there are relationships between the two. 
Lemma I. (a) For ato, positive de[inite matrix A and any nonsinguktr matrL~" M ~[" 
order n, 
R,,(A,M) >1 R.(I,,,M). (21) 
(b) I f  the columns of the matrix M are eigenvectors o['A. then 
R,(A,M) =R,,(I,,,M). (22) 
Prooi. To prove (a), note that from Eqs. (3) and (20), it follows that 
r,,(x,A,M)~r,,(x,l,,,M). 
By the arbitrariness of x E ~". the last inequality and the definition (4) imply 
the equality (21). For (b), first rewrite the set (2) as 
Y(x,A,M) = M{z E 7/" which minimize [M-Ix - z[ u14M}, (23) 
and, in particular, 
Y(x,I,,,M) = M{z E Z" which minimize IIM-'x--" I .T .}.  (24) 
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Denote by 2k that eigenvalue of A with multiplicity vk, where 1 ~< k ~< p. Now 
suppose the matrix M has as columns the eigenvectors ofA. By the invariance 
of the lattice MT/" with respect o permutation of the columns of M, it may be 
assumed without loss of generality that 
M = {M, .-- M~], (25) 
where the columns of each of the blocks Mk C ~" × '' are the eigenvectors of A 
corresponding to the eigenvalue 2k, 
AM~ = ),~Mk. 
Hence, the matrices M'rM and MTAM have block diagonal form 
M'rM = blockdiag Dk, MrAM = blockdiag (2kDk), (26) 
I<~k<~p I<~k<~p 
where 
D, = MTM,. e R", ×', 
are positive definite matrices. Now partition the vector M-~x into subvectors 
uk E R" as follows 
M- Ix  : 
l p 
From Eqs. (23)-(26), it can be easily seen that 
"{ } Y(x,A,M) = Y(x,l,,,M) = M ~X~ z e 7/", which minimize Ilu~. -..-[1l~, , 
where x is the Cartesian product. Since the sets Y(x,A, M) and Y(x,I,,, M) co- 
incide, Eq. (22) follows and that completes the proof of the lemma. [] 
5. Solution in two classes of lattices 
Consider the following two classes of matrices. 
~) The class .//(,I of matrices M E ~"~" with pairwise orthogonal columns, which 
thus generate rectangular lattices, 
• The class.//I,(A) of matrices M E I~" ~" formed by eigenvectors of the matrix A. 
Lemma 1 is the key to solving the optimization problem (5) (or to reducing it to 
the classical attice covering problem in the same or smaller dimension) on the 
following sets of matrices 
.It',',(,:,A) = "//,I N.//,,(':,A) . (27) 
A) =.//),(A) N. Z,,(,:,A). (28) 
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Theorem 1. (a) An), matrix of the jbrm 
M" = 2~: B, (29) 
where B is an orthogonal matrix formed by eigenvectors of the matrix A, is a so- 
lution to the optimization problem (5)/n the class (27). Correspondingly, 
s°(~:)= max IdetMl= (2----~e~_) " .  - (30) 
0 ,t ME. #,,(:,A) \ vn /  
(b) Let the matrix A have p unequal eigenvalues ).k with multiplicities 
vk,k = 1,... ,p. Then any matrix of the form 
M'= [B,c, ... B,G] !31) 
is a solution to the problem (5) in the class (28). Here. the matrices Ck E ~,',~,', 
are defined by 
v/~ . (32) c,  E ..... / / , , , ( I , L , ) ,  
and each of the matrices Bk E ~"×~'~ is jbrmed by Vk orthonormal eigemrectors of 
the matrix A corresponding to the kth eigenvahee. Furthermore, 
s:,(r..,A) max ,det M[ (j_~:_ '~"]e] ( = = s,.~(l,l,.,)~. ). (33) 
Remark. Whether the matrices M ° in (a) exhaust all solutions in the class 
.//°(~:,A) is still an open question. Note that (b) represents a reduction to the 
classical attice covering problem and much the same question of exhaustion 
also remains open here, as is also true for Theorem 2. 
Proof of Theorem I, (a) Let M E //o Since the columns mk of M are 
• I I "  
orthogonal, 
Idet M I = I-[Imkl, R,(1,,,M) - ~ I,n~.l" (34) 
k: l  
and, by the geometric-arithmetic means inequality, this implies that 
Idet M[ <~ (2R,,(I,,,M)/v/'n) ''. 
Hence, from the inequality (21) and the definition (27), 
max,, idetMl<~(.~ .2 :)" 
M ~: .[I ,, O:.A ! 
This last inequality is actually an equality since, by (b) of Lemma 1, the matrix 
M ° satisfies the relations 
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R. ( I . ,M  °) -- R . (A ,M °) = e, [det M°I-- ( 2e "~" 
\ v~)  
(b) Let M E .t/),(A). In similar fashion to the proof of (b) of Lemma 1, 
consider the matrix M in the form (25) where for any 1 ~< k~<p, the columns 
of the matrix Mk E R "×'* belong to the vk-dimensional linear subspace 
L, C R" spanned by the eigenvectors of the matrix A corresponding to the 
eigenvalue 2,. Since the columns of each of the matrices Bk form an ortho- 
normal basis of the corresponding subspace L,, there exist p matrices 
C, E W ~×v~ such that 
M = [B,C, . . .  BpCr] , (35) 
and so 
p 
Idet M[ = H]det Ck]. (36) 
k=l 
Furthermore. for any x E R", 
r , (x , t , , ,M)  rain IBex y2  P v 2 = - -- r,,,(Bkx, l,,,,Ck)) 
and ~o 
R,,( I , ,M) = (R,,,(I,,,,C,)) 2 (37) 
Since M E .//],(A), then by (b) of Lemma I, Eq. (22) holds. Therefore, from 
Eq. (36). Eq. (37) and the homogeneity (8), the solution to the problem (5) 
in the class (28) is given by Eq. (35) and by the following formulas: 
s],(e,A) = max Idet MI = s,, ,( l , l , ,~)max ~,: e.~<<.e" 
Ale, #),O:,A ) k:: I k= I 
= s,., (! ': ,/,.,)v~ '/2 , 
/' ~ . )  v, , 
c, e .11,:, t/'VT,'" = ~:~..e,., (i,1,.,), 
completing the proof of(b). [] 
Note that from Theorem 1, 
s',l@) < s'.(,:, A)< s,,@, A), (38) 
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with equality s°(e) = sJ,(e,A) if and only if all the eigenvalues of the matrix A 
have multiplicity one, in which case the matrices M ° and M ! coincide. Equality 
sl.(e,A) = s,(e,A) holds for scalar matrices A = )d,, Z > 0. 
6. Optimal solution in the plane 
In the two-dimensional case, the optimization problem (5) can be solved 
globally on all of d/2(e,A). This is done by first reducing the problem to an 
equivalent one and then solving this using the technique of Voronoi cells [1,4]. 
Given a nonsingular matrix M E It~ 2×2 and a positive definite matrix 
A E R 2×2, define the polygon 
V(A,M) = {x e 11~2:0 e Y(x,A,M)}. (39) 
For a scalar matrix A = 2/2, V(A,M) is just the classical Voronoi cell [1]. It is 
straightforward to see 
R2(A,M)= max Ix[. (40) 
xe V(A,M) 
Furthermore, V(A, M) can be written as 
V(A,M) = BA-I/2v(12,A~/2BTM), 
where the diagonal matrix 
0 22 
(41) 
has as components the eigenvalues 2~ ~< 22 of A, and B is the matrix with col- 
umns the corresponding orthonormal eigenvectors ofA. To see this, recall that 
T T i fy E Y(x,A,M), then IIx -ylIA is minimized. Since A = BAB , B = B -I, map 
R 2 ~ AI/~BT~ 2, whereby x = BA-~/2¢, y = BA-t/2~l and IIx -y I IA  = - is 
still minimized for r/~ Y(¢,I2,A~/2BTM), which gives the cell V(I2, A~/2BrM). 
Transforming back to the x,y coordinates gives Eq. (41). In other words, the 
polygon V(A,M) is obtained by a linear transformation of the Voronoi cell 
V(12, IVl) for the lattice/147/2 with generating matrix 
t(4 = Al/2BTM. (42) 
From Eq. (40) and Eq. (41) it follows that 
R2(A,M)= max IIxllA,. (43) 
Now observe that the optimization problem (5) on the set ~¢/2(e, A) is equiva- 
lent to the problem of constrained minimization of R2 (A, M) under the restriction 
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I det M[ = s for a fixed s > 0. This latter problem, from Eq. (42), Eq. (43) and 
the orthogonality of B, reduces to the optimization 
Minimize max Ilxll.a (44) 
.,~v(~,.~) 
subject o the restriction 
Idet MI = g = sV/~22 • (45) 
In what follows, two nonsingular matrices M~, M2 E R 2×' will be called congru- 
ent, denoted as Mt -,~ M,_, ifMi2e 2 = M27/2, that is, M?~M2 is a linear bijection of 
the lattice 7/2. Clearly, the congruence implies both [det M~I -- [det M,.[ and 
V(A,M,) = V(A,M2). 
It is well-known [4] that, for any nonsingular matrix b /E  I~ 2×2, there exist 
numbers p > 0, q~ 6 [0,2rt) and a three-dimensional vector ~ = (~k)l ~<k~3 be- 
longing to the simplex 
3 
Z~k=rt '  0<~k<~,  (46) 
k-:l 
such that 
~! ,,~ U, pp,,,~, (47) 
where U,p is the rotation matrix 
[ cos ~p - sin tp ] (48) 
U,p= sin~p cos~p ' 
and l~,.~ is an upper triangular matrix 
= 2p[C°S(~l/2) cos(~,/2) sin(~3/2) ] lq,.~ 
0 cos(~,/2) cos(~3/2) J" (49) 
From Eqs. (47)-(49), it follows that 
3 
Idet MI = det lq,., = p"Zs in  ~k, (50) 
k--I 
and that the Voronoi cell V(h,/9/) is a centrally symmetric hexagon (see 
Fig. 1): 
V(~,.,~t) : co{  +x':  I<~k<~3}. (51) 
Here, co(.) is the convex hull of a set. Three of the vertices of this hexagon are 
given by 
pl  c°s(~° + fl') ] k= 1,2, 3, (52) 
1 
Xk = 
L . I s in (q~ + i lk)  ' 
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O/1 
Fig. I. A fragment of the lattice A-,/2~ 2 with the Voronoi cell V(/:, ~/) (here,. represents vertices of 
lhe cell, and o represents nodes of the lattice). 
where 
Let 
k 
[t k = q-+ 
~" j::2 
22 - 21 
- -  [o, l) ,  g=Ai +22 
and rewrite the inverse of the matrix A as 
A-1=(2J2~(l-g"))-1/2[ i + g "  0 l-gO ]. 
Then, by Eqs. (43), (51), (52) and (55), 
= max cos(2(~p + Ilk)) • (R2(A'M))2 V/2t22(l_g2) l+g l~3 
(53) 
(54) 
(55) 
(56) 
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By Eqs. (45) and (50), it now suffices to minimize (56) under the restriction 
3 3 
k - I  k=|  
and this is equivalent to minimizing the function 
max cos(2(~0+ sin ek 1 +g I<~k~3 
with respect to ~p and 0{ subject to the restriction (46). Since the factor 
s~ V/1 - g2 is constant, this last optimization problem reduces to minimizing 
(1 +g l~<k<~3max cos (2(¢p + Bk) ) ) /k~ s in= 0c,. 
From Eq. (53), the minimum value of this last function, with respect o ~p for a 
fixed 0e satisfying Eq. (46) is 
( min cos ak sin ~k 1 +g I ~<,<_.3 ," - -k=l  
Without loss of generality, assume that 
0 <~ otl, ct2 <~ 7 = or3 E [rr/3, r0, ~l + ~t2 = n - 7, (57) 
and then the appropriate minimum point is given by 
- -  O~ 2
'P'= 2 (58) 
With the 0t, so ordered, 
( 1 + g min cos ~, sin 0e, = 
I<.k~3 ,=t ~=l  sin ~k + sin 7 
and since the maximum of the function ~= i sin ~t, in ~1 and ~2 under the re- 
striction (57) for a fixed ? is reached at the point 
* * n -  ? (59)  ~I =°t2 - 2 ' 
it suffices to solve the minimization problem 
i + g cos 7 
Minimize 2 cos(7/2) + sin 7' ? ~ [n/3, n). (60) 
This reduces to finding an appropriate root 7, for a polynomial of fourth de- 
gree in sin (?/2) which, after some computation, gives 
7. = 2 arcsin tr(g), (61) 
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where 
1 (  3g ) (62) 
a(g)=~ I+ I+v/ ]+3g 2 " 
Substituting Eq. (61) for y, in the minimized function in (60) and reinstalling 
the constant factor s~ vf i  - g2 that was dropped for convenience, obtain 
min{R2(A,M): ME .2×2 Idet MI : s}  = V~ig). 
Consequently, 
s2(g,A) = O(g)e 2, 
where 
(2 + x/i + 3g2) 3 
¢(g) (63) 
2(I +g) ( l  +g2 + v/l + 3g2)" 
This now gives a specific expression for the matrix M* generating the optimal 
two-dimensional lattice. After omitting some cumbersome technical details, 
this is summarised by the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. For n = 2, the matrix 
M" = ev /~B[  r-(g) -r_(g)] (64) 
T+(g) J 
is an optimal solution to the problem (5), (6). here, B is a fixed orthogonal matrix 
formed by eigenvectors ofA so that its second column corresponds to the largest 
eigenvalue 22 of A, while 
I l + (65) 
a(g) - g (66) 
6(g) = 1 - ga(g) ' 
where the value g is expressed in terms of the eigenvalues of A by Eq. (54), and 
the functions a and qJ are defined by Eq. (62) and Eq. (63). Correspondingly, 
s2(g ,A)  - -  max Idet M I = Idet M*[ = qj(g)e2. (67) 
M~.#2(~,A) 
The columns of M" are symmetric around the principal eigcndircction of A. 
From Eq. (65), 6(g) is just the cosine of the angle between the columns of M'. 
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When g = 0, the matrix A is scalar and 
6(0) = a(0) = ½, q,(0) = ~vS. 
Then M* generates the hexagonal lattice which is optimal in the classical lattice 
covering problem [1]. For an arbitrary 0 < g < 1, the lattice M*7/2 is obtained 
by appropriately deforming and rotating the hexagonal lattice around the prin- 
cipal eigendirections of A. In the limiting case g ~ 1, equivalent to 
22/2~ --+ +oo by Eq. (54), the formulas (62), (63) and (66) show that 
= 2 .  
In line with this, it is worth noting that asymptotically Eq. (30) and Eq. (67) 
coincide, 
lim s,_(1,A)=~(l)=s°(1)=2. 
>.2/2i ~+~c 
Roughly speaking, this means that for large 22/2~, the matrix M ° constructed 
in (a) of Theorem 1 gives almost he same result as the optimal matrix M* pro- 
vided by Theorem 2. 
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